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ABSTRACT
The majority o f compression algorithms developed today contain some degree o f 
image loss. While this is acceptable for certain types o f image viewing, such a loss can 
interfere with applications that require the scientific analysis of an image. In this paper a 
lossless motion compensation compression algorithm is introduced and tested on a series 
o f medical images which contain a high degree o f motion. This motion compensation 
technique compensates for translation, scaling, rotation and the movement o f multiple 
objects. This is accomplished be recursively dividing an image into a series of blocks, 
starting with a set o f sixteen by sixteen size blocks, which are checked for motion and 
stored as a set o f five bitmap files. The recursion continues until a block contains a single 
pixel of movement, at which point the in tensif difference o f the pixel from the previous 
and current fi-ame is stored in a sixth file.
Ill
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CHAPTERl
INTRODUCTION
Section 1.1 Motion Compensation Algorithms
Motion compensation techniques have been around in various forms for over 20 
years and have been applied to solve various problems from real-time tracking, missile 
guidance and image compression. Motion compensation as a compression algorithm, 
such as the classical pel-recursive algorithm proposed by Netravali and Robbins in 1978 
[5], was initially applied toward lowering the bit rates o f television signals and has 
continued to be used in numerous digital video compression techniques such as MPEG.
Motion compensation algorithms lower the bit rates o f signals because they take 
advantage o f the nature o f moving objects in video scenes. A typical frame rate for a 
video image is about 30 frame/sec. Those frames can be divided into two areas, objects 
with motion and the motionless background. Since the background generally makes up a 
large portion of an image lower bit rates can be achieved by sending only the information 
that has changed or the motion between fiâmes. This is accomplished by transmitting a 
small portion o f the total fiâmes in a series, typically every sixth frame, along with the 
motion information of the fiâmes in between. This information is then used to reconstruct 
the frames not transmitted so the entire series o f images can be viewed. In order to
1
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accomplish this, motion compensation algorithms have branched into two main areas, 
forward and backward motion compensation.
Forward motion compensation algorithms divide an image into a relatively small 
number o f blocks, usually 16 by 16 pixels in size. The motion vectors for each block are 
then computed at the encoder and stored for transmission. Algorithms that use this 
approach include block matching, overlapped-block and warping motion 
compensation^].
Unlike forward motion compensation, backwards motion compensation computes 
an image’s motion vectors at the decoder by using the information in the frames already 
transmitted, instead of having the encoder implicitly transmit them. Since the motion 
vectors are not implicitly part o f the compressed image, higher compression rates can be 
achieved. However, since motion vectors are computed at the decoder, lower frame rates, 
as well as error induced by the estimations o f the object movement, are possible. A 
closer look into the nature o f a translating object shows how this estimation is 
accomplished. The following paragraph shows the basics o f how motion vectors and the 
new position o f a translating object are computed by backwards motion compensation.
When an object translates across a background, it generates a intensity function 
i(x,y) that changes with each subsequent frame N. The difference, ATx, that arises 
between the frames is
ATN(x,y)=iN{x,y)-iN-i(x,y)
From of the above formula, motion can then be expressed as a  function of the horizontal 
component, a , and vertical component, p, o f the objects displacement within a given 
frame.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
ATN(x,y) = ÎN(x+a,y+P)-iN(x,y)
=6ia+Ôip+8(x,y) 
ôx 5y
where s(x,y) accounts for the truncation o f the Taylor series in the conversion o f 
ATx(x,y) in the second equation. The above relation holds for all points o f the image that 
belong to the translating object An estimate for a , p is then obtained using linear 
regression.
a l =  |ZAX^
[;ï
>
ZAXi AYi -I ZATi AYi = P ‘ b=Q b
ZAYl ^ JATiAYi^
Frame numbers have been dropped and the index, identifying the pixel position within 
the moving area, has been used instead. Therefore, AXi and AYi represent the intensity 
differences in the x and y directions, AT is the frame intensity differences relative to the 
image point i. fn addition all Z are summed from i=l to P, where P is the number of 
pixels belonging to the moving area [1].
The majority o f algorithms that use the above technique compute the motion 
vectors o f every pixel within a frame in order to increase the algorithm's performance 
with images that contain significant scene activity. This subset o f backward motion 
compensation algorithms is called pel'-recursive, a  classic example of which can be 
found in [4].
These motion compensation techniques, while extensively used, have some 
drawbacks. Simpler techniques work well when detecting the translation o f a single rigid 
object. However, the algorithm becomes more complex when handling rotation, scaling
PEL, short for picture element.
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and the movement o f multiple objects, thus decreasing frame rates. In addition, since the 
translation o f a given pixel is estimated, these algorithms are lossy.
Section 1.2 Why lossless Compression
The majority o f work done on compression has been in techniques in which some 
o f the information is lost. Lossy' techniques are perfectly acceptable, even preferred for 
most applications considering their excellent compression rates. However, when digital 
images are used for scientific and medical applications, especially when these 
applications analyze and search for certain characteristics within a small group of pixels, 
vital information is lost even with modest amounts o f error induced into an image. For 
example, this difference may not be noticeable wtiile you watch Braveheart or Jurassic 
Park; however, such a loss could mean the misdiagnosis o f an illness or the loss of 
important information about the temperature and chemistry o f a distant star or even the 
star itself.
An excellent example o f applications that require lossless compression can be 
seen on the Hubble Space Telescope (HST). Among the numerous celestial bodies 
studied by the HST are Cepheid variables. Cepheid variables, discovered by Henrietta 
Leavitt, are stars that periodically dim and brighten. From these stars cosmic distances 
can be measured with a great deal o f accuracy. Until Hubble was launched most galaxies 
were too distant to view their Cepheids from earth. This left astronomers to estimate 
distances using the red shift o f nearby stars and galaxies, a method which has inherent 
errors. A loss induced by compression would produce significant error or even make
 ̂Lossy, error induced during into an image compression.
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measurements with Cepheid variables impossible for distant galaxies, many o f whose 
Cepheid variables are only a few pixels wide when imaged.
The HST is also used for high-resolution study of planets, galaxies and stellar 
systems. From the frequency o f l i ^ t  returned by these objects, their temperature and 
composition can be determined down to an area covered by a single pixel, which could 
account for a star or a distant planet These same techniques are also used by other 
satellites to study the composition o f our own planet. Even minimal errors in an image 
could change the reported chemistry of a star or the type o f atmosphere around a distant 
planet turning Hubble into a multi-billion dollar paper weight instead o f a highly 
sensitive scientific instrument These are just two examples o f the applications in which 
the only option other than lossless compression is no compression at all.
Section 1.3 Project Goals
The goal o f this project is to produce a  lossless motion compensation algorithm. 
The algorithm was designed to be simple so it would be 6 st enough to achieve at least a 
30 frames/second rate out o f the decoder. In addition, this simple technique should still 
be able to achieve an average compression ratio between three to five on the series of x- 
rays o f a heart used to test this algorithm. These images were chosen because they 
contain motion in 63%-90% of the pixels between any two frames. This motion is due to 
the translations, rotations and scaling, o f numerous veins.
The first section, coding, will provide a  brief overview o f the algorithm used. This 
will be followed by a detailed discussion complete with the results of different variations 
of the algorithm. Then 1 will present the decoding process and continue with a discussion
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
of the overall result o f  the new compression algorithm. Finally, 1 will conclude the paper 
by highlighting significant areas, discussing any project goals that were not met, and 
suggesting possible areas for improvement
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CHAPTER 2
THE ALGORITHM
Section 2.1 Encoding Images
The coding technique can be divided into three main areas, the bitmap motion 
file, delta^ file and the final Huffinan coding o f these files. It is hoped that this approach 
will yield several advantages over other motion compensation algorithms. First, since 
intensity differences are stored instead of motion vectors, this algorithm will be able to 
expediently encode any type o f motion imaged, to include all translations, rotation, 
scaling and multiple object motion. Next, the simple computations and straightforward 
approach should result in an encoding and decoding process capable of supporting high 
frames rate while still producing better compression ratios than current lossless 
compression techniques.
2.1.1 Constructing the Bitmap
The key components o f this technique are the five bitmaps files (one for each 
level of recursion in the algorithm) used to record the pixel movement between frames. 
Each bit in a bitmap file is a motion flag signifying movement within a given block of 
pixels, with 1 indicating movement and 0 background. At each level of recursion the 
sections containing motion in the image are divided and examined until a single pixel is
 ̂Delta, intensity difference of a given pixel position between consecutive frames.
7
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8
reached. This is accomplished by first dividing a frame into a series o f 16x16 pixel 
blocks (Fig 1 ). Each block is then checked for motion by computing the intensity 
differences o f the pixels between consecutive frames within that block.
EMh ^  €I ! ■ »  MOIQBEb  ■
0000
0000000000
Figure 1 How pixel movement is stored using bitmaps.
A block is flagged for motion if there is a change in intensity between the two 
blocks and that change is not uniform (all pixels have the same delta). If  the change is 
uniform, the intensity change is attributed to a lighting change, or shadow, and no 
movement is reported. The code following this paragraph is used to determine if the 
intensity change is due to a  shadow by counting the number o f pixels in the block of 
interest that are equal to the first pixel in the block. If all the deltas with in a block are 
equal, then the intensity change is attributed to a  shadow; otherwise the motion flag is set 
to 1. When the size o f the block is a single pixel, the variable shadow=0 and any 
intensity changes in that pixel are attributed to motion.
/♦Set value for shadow, if the block if  bigger a pixel use the first pixel else use 0 ♦/
if((l*w )>l)
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shadow=firamel [P.x][P.y]-frame2[P.x][P.y]; 
else shadow=0;
f1ag=0; shade=0; //initialize movement and shadow flags to no 
//compare blocks 
for(3̂ P .y; y<(P.y+l); y++) 
for (x=P.x; x<(P.x4-w); x++)
{delta=framel [x][y]-fhime2[x][y]; 
if  (abs(delta)>threshold) 
flagrU 
if  (delta=shadow)
shade++y/find the number o f pixels equal to shadow value 
}//end for loop
//if all pixel equal the shadow value reset movement flag to false 
if  (shade==(l*w)) 
flag=0; 
return flag;
The value o f the movement flag is then recorded into a bitmap file (0 for no 
movement, 1 for movement). I f  the movement flag for a given block is 0, the algorithm 
continues with the next block until the whole frame has been coded. Otherwise, the 
16x16 block is recursively divided into quarters or four 8x8 sized blocks with each 
quarter being checked for movement again. The results o f this are then stored into the 
next bitmap file (Fig. 1 ). The blocks with motion are quartered again into block sizes of 
4x4, then 2x2 and finally stopping at a single (Fig. I) pixel o f movement with each 
level’s motion flags being stored into a different bitmap. By recursively walking through 
these bitmaps we can find the position o f every pixel with a delta greater than zero. This 
procedure is further discussed in the decoding section. The above procedure is 
accomplished by the following code:
void block movement(unsigned char framel [Width][16], unsigned char 
fiame2[W idth][l6], int w, int 1,
PixelStruct P, FILE *outfile[7], int i, int delta_value[delta_size+I], 
ByteStruct byte[6])
{ int X, y , row, delta;
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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PixelStruct temp; 
unsigned char Move=l; 
unsigned char Still=0; 
if (!movement(fTamel,ftame2,w,IJ*))
{byte_buiId(byte,outfile[i],Still,l,i);} //write no movement, 0 
else (byte_build(byte,outfile[i]>love,l,i); //write movement, I 
if(a * w )> l)
{//quarter block and check for movement in each section
for(y=0; y<2; y++) 
for ( x ^ ;  x<2; x++)
{temp.x=P.x+(x*w/2);
temp.y=P.y+(y*I/2);
block movement(frame I ,frame2,w/24/2,temp,outfile,i+ 1 ,delta_value,byte);
}//end x/y loop 
}//end Üien
block movement((rame I ,frame2,16,16fosition,outfile,0,delta value,byte);
The initial values sent to the function block movement include in order the two 
frames to be compared, length and width o f the block (initially 16x16), the position 
(upper left most pixel) o f the block within the frame, the files storing the movement flags, 
the current file o f interest (i), the series o f delta values, and the current byte o f movement 
flags being built Once in the function, the block is checked for motion and the 
appropriate flag is added to the current byte being built for the appropriate bitmap base 
on the level o f recursion. If there is movement, the current block is quartered and each 
new block is sent to the function again. The recursion in the function stops if  no 
movement is found within the current block or if  the size o f a block containing motion is 
a single pixel, at which point the delta o f the pixel is stored.
Section 2.1.2 Storing Intensity Differences
After it has been determined that a single pixel is a source o f movement, the 
intensity difference or delta, where delta=framel[P.x][P.y]-frame2[P.x][P.y] and P.x P.y
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Il
is the position o f the pixel o f interest, is stored in the sixth and last file. Since the delta 
file can be as much as 90-75% o f the total compressed image, an efficient compression 
scheme for this file has a dramatic impact on the overall compression rate o f the 
algorithm.
D elta Value o f Fram es 1-4
60000 
J 50000 
O 40000
2 30000 t
• | 20000 I
3  10000 I
-200 -160 -120 -60 -40 0 40 80 120 160 200|
Delta Value
Figure 2 Intensity Differences (delta) o f fiâmes one through four.
Fortunately, the nature o f a moving image, including the heart x-rays used to test 
this algorithm, is working for us. Figure 2 is a plot o f all the deltas from the first four 
images o f the heart x-ray series. The majority o f these deltas are centered around 0 since 
the majority o f movement from one fnune to another should have small intensity 
differences in the 1/30 o f a second between frames. The larger intensity differences 
within an image occur at the edges o f objects (like the numerous veins in the heart x- 
rays). Even with the abundance of edges in the medical images, the majority o f deltas are 
still small with over 41% o f the deltas falling between ±2 in the four frames examined.
Taking into account the distribution o f the deltas, we used a prefix code in front of 
a series o f variable length codes for each delta in the coded series. Both the prefix code
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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and the size o f the variable length code are computed based on the magnitude of the 
largest delta, K, in the series o f interest The prefix codes used for a series with a given 
K, where K < 2 ^  are as follows: 2® =>00,2 ‘ => 01,2"=> 10,2^=> 1100, t  =>1101,2^ 
=> 1110 and K >2  ̂=>1 111. The variable length code o f a series with a K < 2^ is coded 
with N+1 bits up to and including N=5. Any series with a  K >32 is coded with a 9 bits 
per delta after the prefix code. The variable-length scheme uses the N+1 bits to code all 
numbers from
-2^ to +2^, excluding 0 since we’re only storing movement Deltas in a series with a K.
>32 are stored as an 8-bit number preceded by a magnitude bit (0 positive, 1 negative).
For example a  series o f I, -I , I, -1 would be coded as 00 I 0 I 0 while a series of 33,1 ,
-2,-1 would be stored as 1111 000100001 000000001 100000010 100000001.
The algorithm proceeds by first searching the series o f interest for the delta with
the largest magnitude. Next, the ceiling o f the logz of this number is computed in order
to code the proper prefix and variable-length codes for the series. This is accomplished
by the following code'*.
//find largest value in delta value array 
for(x=0; x<size; x++)
if (abs(delta_value[x])>large) 
large=abs(delta_value[xj);
//find the log base 2 of the largest value 
pow_two=up_log(large,2.0);
/•Codes the array in delta value based on the largest value. The first two-fbur bits 
represents which group it falls into (groups based on powers of 2), the next four sets are 
the codes for the numbers in delta value*/ 
switch (pow_two)
{
case 0: bytejbuild(byte,outfile,code_0[0],2,5); //prefix code used, 00 
for (x=0; x<size; x++)
Note, the parameters passed to the function byte_bulid are. in order, the current byte being built, the file 
storing the coded deltas, the code array, number o f bits being stored and the current file o f  interest
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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{byte_build(byte,outfîle,code_l [delta_value[x]+1 ], 1,5);} 
break;
case l: byte_build(byte,outfile,code_0[l],2,5); //prefix code used, 01 
for (x=0; x<size; x++)
[byte_build(byte,outfile,code_2[delta_value[x]+2],2,5);}
break;
case 2: byte_build(byte,outfile,code_0[2],2,5); //prefix code used, 10 
for (x=0; x<size; x++)
{byte_build(byte,outfile,code_4[<fclta_value[x]+4]3,5);}
break;
case 3: bytejbuild(byte,outfile,code_0[3],4,5); //prefix code used, llOO 
for (x=0; x<size; x++)
{byte_build(byte,outfiIe,code_8[delta_value[x]+8],4,5);}
break;
case 4: byte_build(byte,outfile,code_0[4],4,5); //prefix code used, I ICI 
for (x=0; x<size; x-t->-)
{byte_build(hyte,outfile,code_l6[delta_value[x]+16],5,5);} 
break;
case 5: bytejbuild(byte,outfile,code_0[5],4,5); //prefix code used, 1110 
for (x=0; x<size; x++)
{byte_buiId(byte,outfile,code_32[delta_value[x]+32],6,5);} 
break;
default: byte_build(byte,outfile,code_0[6],4,5); //prefix code used, 1111 
for (x=0; x<size; x-f-+)
{if (delta_value[x]<0)
byte_build(byte,outfile,neg, 1,5); 
else byte_build(byte,outfile,pos,l,5); 
temp_ch=abs(delta_value[x]); 
byte_build(byte,outfile,temp_ch,8,5);
}//end X loop 
break;
}//end case statement
Section 2.1.3 Balance Between Over and Under Coding
The next step involves determining the optimal balance between over and under­
coding that will give the best compression results. A large number o f deltas in a series 
will offset the overhead o f the prefix code, however, it will also increases the probability 
that a  number of deltas in the series will be grouped with large deltas and thus coded with 
more bits then necessary or over-coded. This is clearly demonstrated in the second
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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coding example used above where it takes 40 bits to code the series o f 4 numbers, while 
the optimal solution would be to separate it into two series, 33 and 2, -1 ,1, which would 
take 21 bits to code. While a  small number o f deltas in a series decreases the probability 
o f over-coded deltas, it also increases the total number of prefix codes used for an image 
(under-coding) and thus the total size o f the compressed image. The solution must also 
be applied consistently in order to insure the algorithm knows when to read the next 
prefix code without having to add any extra information to the compressed image.
In order to find the optimal solution, I initially took two approaches a fixed series 
length and a series length based on the number o f deltas found within a given size block. 
The block approach seemed the most promising since the deltas within the close 
proximity o f the block should have approximately the same value, cutting down on over- 
coding, but still providing enough pixel movement within the block to minimize under­
coding
I tested block sizes o f 16x16,8x8,4x4 and 2x2 vs. fixed lengths from 2-12 on a 
series of 10 images (Fig. 3). The best of the two schemes were the 4x4-block size and a 
fixed length o f 8 deltas, with the fixed length approach being slightly better. In the 10 
frame pairs compared, the fixed length approach had better compression in 8 o f the pairs 
with an average increase in the compression rate o f0.006. The other two frames showed 
only slight improvement in the compression rate with the block technique about +0.002 
and +0.004 respectively.
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Block vs. Fixed Coding
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IB Block
280,000
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M ctiiod tested
Figure 3 Comparison between different sized blocks and fixed length series o f deltas.
The improvement o f the fixed length series over the block scheme lead to 
modifications in the block scheme by adding a floor to the series. If  the deltas within a 
given block did not exceed that floor, these deltas were then added to the series o f the 
next block with motion. Hopefully, this would eliminate the cases in which only a few 
pixels shared a block while the deltas in the series would still remain closely related. 
From the different floors tried, 4 had the best compression. The fixed length scheme of 
eight deltas and the new block code scheme were again compared using the same series 
o f 10 frames. The block coding scheme did better than without a  floor, but only had 
better compression rate in 4 out o f the 10 frames with an average compression advantage 
in those frames o f +0.004. The fixed coding had an average advantage of +0.005 in its 6
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out o f 10 frames. The trend continued in the next 10 frames where the fixed series 
approach had a better compression rate in 7 out o f the 10 frame pairs.
Section 2.1.4 Huffinan Coding
The last step is to Huffinan code ail 6 files. The distribution of the set o f four 
motion flags from the quartered blocks in bitmaps two, three and four are well suited to 
Huffinan coding and produces fairly good compression results for those files. As 
expected. Files 5 (pixel level) and 6 (deltas) had the lowest compression ratios with the 
Huffinan coding. This is due to the increased distribution o f bitmap 5’s values and the 
coding already applied to File 6. After the Huffinan coding, the bitmaps containing the 
motion flags consisted o f 9-15% o f the total compressed image with the deltas 
comprising the rest The final compression results are discussed in section 2.3.
Section 2.2 Decoding
Decoding an image from this compression technique is a straightforward and 
efficient process. First all 6 files are decoded using the same generic Huffinan 
algorithm. The next two steps consist o f decoding the position of the next pixel with 
movement flags from the bitmaps and the delta for that pixel.
Section 2.2.1 Decoding Pixel Position
The position of any given pixel with movement is then found through a recursive 
search in the bitmap files. At each level o f recursion the position o f the new sub blocks 
that contain motion are passed to the function until the block size is a single pixel. At 
this point, the position P in the function is o f that pixel. The following is the code and
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example o f how this works where i is the recursion level and P is the position of the 
upper left comer o f the current block in the function.
//find the position o f next 2x2 block with movement 
if(i<4)
{if (byte_breakdown(byte,outfile[i],i,l)>0) 
for(y=0 ; y<2;y++)
for (x=0; x<2; x++)
{temp.x=?jc+(x*w/2);
temp.y=P.y+(y*l/2);
block_decode(frame,w/2 J/2,temp,outfile,i+ 1 ,byte,code);
}//end x/y loop
}//end then
else (if (byteJbreakdown(byte,outfile[i],i, 1 )>0)
The first bit read is from ffle 1 (i=0) which contains the motion flags for all the 
16x16 blocks with P representing the position of the upper left most comer of this block, 
which starts at 0,0. If  the bit read from the file is 1, indicating motion, the block is 
quartered, otherwise the next bit in the file is checked. Quartering involves taking the 
current position of the block P and recursively passing the position, P, o f the four 8x8 
blocks, with the order o f the new blocks being passed to the function being left to right, 
top to bottom. So with a 16x16 block where P=(0,0) (x,y), the positions o f the 4 new 8x8 
blocks in order are Pi=(0,0), Pz=(8,0), P3=(0,8), and P4=(8,8). The recursion level i is 
then incremented so the function will read the appropriate bitmap at the next level o f 
recursion, which for this example would be bitmap 2 which stores the motion flags for 
8x8 blocks.
This recursion continues for every bit that has motion until a single pixel is 
reached or a block is without motion. So if  the bits in File 2 for the four 8x8 blocks 
above read 1000, the first 8x8 block would be quartered into 4x4 blocks with the
positions Pi=(0,0), P:=(4,0), P3=(0,4), and P4=(4,4) and i=2 would be passed into the
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function again, with the function moving backwards recursively when it reached the other 
three 8x8 blocks. When a single pixel is reached, file 5 (i=4) is read to retrieve the 
motion flag for the current pixel o f interest and P(x,y) is the position of that pixel within 
the frames. If the flag from file 5 is 1, the corresponding delta in file 6 (i=5) is added to 
the previous frame, otherwise the function moves back recursively.
Section 2.2.2 Decoding Intensity Differences
When adding a delta, we must first know the number o f bits to read for that delta. 
This is signified by the prefix code in front o f the series. We must also know when to 
read each new prefix. With a fixed length series, this is accomplished by setting a 
variable to count the number o f deltas decoded. After every 8̂  ̂delta in this algorithm, 
we simply read a new prefix code.
When reading in the new prefix code, only two bits are read for the new code at 
first If these bits are greater than three, then we know that the prefix code consists o f 
four bits and two more bits are read, in and added to the end o f the first two. After the 
new prefix code is read, the variable counting the number of deltas that are read after the 
last prefix code is reset and a new series o f coded deltas can be read in for each 
subsequent pixel with movement The prefix is read in by the following code.
if (code[I]=delta_size)
{code[0]=byte_breakdown(byte,outfile[5],5,2); 
if (code[0]==3)
{code[0]=code[0]«2;
code[0]=code[0]|byte_breakdown(byte,outfile[5],5,2);
}//end then 
code[I]=0;
}//end then
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The next step is to decode the actual delta values so the motion from the previous 
image can be added. If the prefix code is < 15 ( I I1 1 binary), the deltas are quickly 
decoded using the matrix de code in the block movement function which stores all the 
decoded delta values for prefix codes < 15. The matrix de_code[x][y] takes in the 
position o f the prefix code within the array for x and the encoded delta for y. If the prefix 
code is 1111 then one bit is read to determine the sign o f the delta and 8 bits to determine 
its magnitude. The following code performs the above procedure.
if(code[0]<l5)
{IntTemp=byte_breakdown(byte,outfile[5],5,codeJbits[code[0]]); 
frame[P.x][P.y]=fiame[P.x][P.y]-de_code[code_bits[code[0]]-l][IntTemp]; 
}//end then
else {if (byte_breakdown(byte,outfile[5],5,l))
IntTemp=-I; 
else IntTemp=l;
IntTemp=byte_breakdown(byte,outfile[5],5,8)*IntTemp;
fiame[P.x][P.y]=fiame[P.x][P.y]“IntTemp;
}//end else
Section 2.3 Results
The series o f x-ray images used presents an excellent test for this algorithm. A 
typical series of video teleconferencing images contain very little movement from only a 
few objects. In contrast, the medical images used contain a myriad o f movements from 
blood flowing through various veins, to the heart pumping, and the scanning motion of 
the x-ray across the heart itself. This motion results in up to 85-95% o f the pixels within 
the viewing area (about 178,900 pixels) to have motion at any given time. This is further 
complicated by jumps (four total) from one series of images to another in the 206 frames 
used. These jumps, discontinuities in the series of medical images, comprise the most 
pixel movement and lowest compression rates obtained for the 206 fnunes. In order to
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properly examine the compression results, we’ll look at the two main components o f the 
compressed image, the motion and delta files.
Pre and Post Huffman Compression of the Bitmaps
p i i ^
S% 20000 
B
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30000
10000
0
100000 120000 140000 160000 180000 200000
Pixels moved
j ♦  Pre-Huffman = Huffman
Figure 4 Pre and post Hufhnan compression o f the bitmap storing motion.
The goal of the bitmaps was to provide a compact method for finding the position 
o f pixel movement between frames. As expected, as the movement increased within an 
image, so did the size o f the pre-Huffman bitmaps (Fig 4, plots are totals o f  all 5 files). 
However, the increase in the pre-Huffman bitmap files was not dramatic. While the 
number o f pixel movements increased by 63%, the total number of bytes stored for 
motion only increased by 33%. The size difference between the largest and smallest 
bitmaps was about 9K, with the majority o f the values falling around 30K even for 
frames approaching 180,000 pixels of movement Due to the high percentage o f 
movement within frames, the density of this movement became the primary factor in the 
size o f the motion files as the number o f pixels with movement increased. The two
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points circled in Figure 9 are prime examples o f this. Although point 2 contains 45% 
more pixels o f movement then point 1 (approximately 55,000 pixels) the total size o f the 
files from both points is nearly identical. This is due to a much higher density o f pixel 
movement in point 2, so blocks that were stored in bitmaps at point 1 with a fair number 
o f zeros were instead coded with Is for movement in the bitmaps at point 2. This 
allowed increased movement to be stored while the relative size o f the pre-Huffman 
bitmaps remained constant It is important to note that while movement density is the 
dominant fiictor in the size o f the bitmaps for frames with a large percentage of 
movement (>50%) in this algorithm. This is not necessarily the case as the volume of 
pixels movement drops below 50% o f the total pixels. It is suspected that at some point, 
the volume o f pixel movement will become the dominant factor. However, since the 
study o f this algorithm against frames with a low volume o f movement (<50%) is not the 
goal o f this paper, the point o f transition is unknown.
As expected, the bitmaps had fairly good compression using Huffman coding, 
with the compression rate ranging fi'om 1.6 to 7.5. Movement density was also the 
dominant factor in the rate o f compression for the Huffinan coding with the rate o f 
compression increasing with movement density. Movement density is directly related to 
the rate o f Huffman compression. An increase in movement density at the already high 
movement volumes will in effect increase the number o f 1111 byte strings in the block 
files. This will result in higher compression rates from the Huffinan coding. Between
135,000 and 165,000 pixels o f movement the increase in compression rate was slight, 
keeping pace with the slight increase in motion file size thus resulting in a total file size 
o f around lOK. This rate increases dramatically past 165,000 pixels o f movement where
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the higher motion density resulted in a compression rate of 7.5 with a total file size of 
about 4K for 178,000 pixel o f movement In contrast, the lower motion densities around
123,000 pixels o f movement resulted in a much lower compression rate for the Huffinan 
coding, about 1.6, with a total file size of 20K. The decreasing trend in Huffinan coding 
rates o f these files will also most likely reverse itself at the point o f movement volume 
where the increasing number o f O’s in the bitmap result in more homogenous byte strings.
200000
160000
2 120000 
®  80000
40000
Compression o f Deltas
0
100000 120000 140000 160000 180000 200000!
________________  Pixels moved
♦ Pre-Huf&nan • Huffinan
Figure 5 Size o f Delta files after compression both before and after Huffinan coding.
Since the pixels’ intensity differences, or deltas, comprise the majority o f the 
information in the compressed file, the delta’s compression has a direct and significant 
impact on the overall compression rate of an image in this algorithm. The compression 
of the pre-Huffinan deltas (Fig 5) is fairly constant between 130,000 and 170,000 pixels
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of movement with a slight decrease in the ratio o f pixel movement/bytes stored from 1.6 
to 1.4. The reason for this slight decrease and the more significant increase and decrease 
in the number o f bytes stored at the high and lower ends o f the pixels movement, is 
shown by examination o f the distributions o f the deltas at the two extremes.
Detia Values of Frame 194
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Figure 6 Delta values from frame 194 in the series o f images.
Figure 6 shows the histogram o f the delta values for frame 194 (labeled point I on 
Figure 5). The overall distribution of the deltas is fairly tight, with 80.6% o f deltas 
falling between ±2 and 99.5% between ±8. This type o f a distribution is optimal for the 
coding scheme of deltas used, and as a result, we get a much higher compression rate of 
the deltas with an overall compression rate o f 3.97. In contrast is the histogram of delta 
values in frame 192, shown in Figure 7 and labeled Point 2 on Figure 5. While this file 
contains 1.5 times more deltas then frame 194, it more importantly has a much wider
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distribution o f deltas where over 41% o f the deltas having a magnitude > 32. This 
resulted in the poor compression rate o f frame 192 (about 1.51 for the entire image).
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Figure 7 Delta values of frame 192 in the series of images.
As expected, Huffman coding did not have a significant impact on the coded deltas with 
an average compression rate o f 1.07 with little deviation regardless of the number of 
deltas.
The overall results in Figure 8 are similar to the plot o f deltas values. This is not 
surprising since the delta values make up the majority of the compressed images. The 
algorithm produced a maximum compression rate o f 3.99 and a minimum compression 
ratio o f 1.45 (where a jump from one series to another occurs). From about 130,000 to
170,000 pixels o f movement, there is a steady increase in the compression rate from 
about two to three in both the deltas and overall. When the final results are compared to
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the current methods o f lossless compression such as LZW, which produces a 
compression rate o f 1.67 vs. 2.92 with our algorithm on the first set o f fiâmes.
OveraO Comprcsskm Results
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Figure 8 Overall compression results.
We can see that an improvement has been realized, however, not as much as was hoped.
However, high frame rates should be easily achieved considering the overall time 
complexity o f the algorithm. In the first level o f recursion in the encoder, all the 16x16 
blocks in the image are compared to the previous frame. These blocks are then divided 
and each smaller set o f blocks are checked for motion again. At each level o f recursion 
the maximum number o f pixels that can be compared fi'om that original 16x16 block is 
16~ so worst case every pixel in the image would be compared 5 times (max level o f 
recursion). Since the encoding of the deltas takes constant time, the worst cases running
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time for the decoder is 0(n-^b log b), with the (b log b) for the Huffinan coding where n is 
the number o f bits in the image and b is the number o f two byte strings in the bitmap and 
delta files read by the Huffman encoder. Similarly, since the decoding and adding o f the 
delta take constant time, the worst case time com ple»^ for the decoder is also
0(n+b log b).
Section 2.4 Conclusion
There are several applications ranging from the Hubble Space Telescope to 
various forms o f medical imaging in which lossless compression is a necessity. This 
paper presents a lossless motion compensation compression algorithm, which has been 
tested using a series o f medical images o f a heart that have a high degree o f motion.
The high lossless compression rates achieved by this algorithm are due mainly to 
the structure used to store image motion. First the positions of pixels with movement are 
stored as bitmaps to form a compact and efficient method for storage and retrieval o f the 
position of these pixels. Then the algorithm stores intensity differences instead of 
motion vectors. This allows the algorithm to compensate for translation, scaling and 
rotation as well as multiple object motion, without any loss of information.
The compression results o f this algorithm show an improvement over standard 
lossless compression techniques with an average compression rate o f 2.2. The improved 
compression ratio increases as the number of pixels with movement drops until a 
compression ratio o f 3.99 is achieved. This trend is expected to continue resulting in an 
algorithm that produces fairly good lossless compression rates for images with high or 
low volumes o f pixel movement.
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Although this algorithm shows improvements over other lossless techniques, it 
did not achieve its goal o f an average compression rate between 3 to 5. Since the deltas 
compose the majority o f a  compressed image and the bitmaps compressed fairly well 
using the present scheme, further compression o f the deltas is the best place to 
concentrate on improving this algorithm. If a compression scheme could be found to 
improve the compression o f the (feltas, even further progress could be made. However, 
considering the effort put forth in compressing the deltas with only minor progress, it 
appears that the simple solution, a lth o u ^  at first promising, may not be the best approach 
to this problem.
Lossless compression is not an attractive field o f study due to its relatively low 
compression rates when compared to their lossy cousins such as pel-recursive and 
wavelet compression techniques. However, many of the applications that require these 
algorithms often go without any compression at all for the lack of a better solution.
These applications, many at the cutting edge o f science, have a tremendous need for 
lossless compression techniques, which will only increase in the future.
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APPENDIX I
MOTION COMPENSATION CODE
Author: Michael DuChaime
File: ddex2.cpp
Content: This program performs lossless video compression (fonction
motion code) and decompression (fonction motion decode) using 
a combination o f motion compensation, numerical and huffinan 
coding. The first firame sent is not coded (header & all pixels 
intact), for every subsiquent fiame only the compressed 
motion information is sent A fiame is recontructed at the 
the other end by adding the motion information to previous 
frame. Since the procedure is lossless only the first frame 
needs to be transmitted in its entirety instead o f every fifth 
frame for a losey algorithm.
This program also includes a direct draw animation program 
to display the fiâmes (function updateffame). This program 
uses page fliping to animate to 206 fiâmes.
It reads these bitmap files from disk and copies them 
into surfaces which are then blited to the second of 
two back buffers which are then flipped to the fiont
Buffer. Once all frames are shown the animations starts 
again fiom the begining Press F12 to exit the program.
The program size depends on the number o f fiâmes
(1/4 Meg a each) and the approximate speed of the animation
is 15-60 frames per second.
#define NAME "M otioncomp"
#define TITLE "Motion compensation video compression" 
#define WIN32_LEAN_AND_MEAN 
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <stdarg.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <fcntl.h>
#include <sys\stath>
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#include <io.h> 
^include <conio.h> 
#include "resource.h"
#define FRAMES 2 //206 MAX number o f frames
#define Width 512 //frame width
#define Height 480 //fiame height
#define delta_size 8
//structure o f a pixel, contains x and y coordinates o f the pixel 
typedefstruct PixelStruct { int x;
int y;}pixelstruct;
/* structure o f a byte, contains the actual byte (value) and the number o f 
bits filled in a given byte (bits) */ 
typedef struct ByteStruct { unsigned char value;
int
bits;}bytestruct;
int pow2[4]={8,4,2,l};
//file names o f image frames before encoding 
char
♦sBitmap[206]={"FRAMEl.bmp","FRAME2.bmp"."FRAME3.bmp","FRAME4.bmp",
"FRAME5.bmp","FRAME6.bmp","FRAME7.bmp","FRAME8.bmp","FRAME9.bmp","
FRAME10.bmp",
"FRAMEll.bmp","FRAME12.bmp","FRAME13.bmp","FRAME14.bmp","FRAME15.b 
mp","FRAMEl 6.bmp",
"FRAME17.bmp","FRAME18.bmp","FRAME19.bmp",'’FRAME20.bmp","FRAME2l.b
mp","FRAME22.bmp",
"FRAME23.bmp","FRAME24.bmp","FRAME25.bmp","FRAME26.bmp","FRAME27.b
mp","FRAME28.bmp",
"FRAME29.bmp","FïlAME30.bmp","FRAME3I.bmp","FRAME32.bmp","FRAME33.b
mp","FRAME34.bmp",
"FRAME35.bmp","FRAME36.bmp"."FRAME37.bmp","FRAME38.bmp","FRAME39.b
mp","FRAME40.bmp",
"FRAME4I.bmp","FRAME42.bmp","FRAME43.bmp","FRAME44.bmp","FRAME45.b
mp","FRAME46.bmp",
"FRAME47.bmp","FRAME48.bmp","FRAME49.bmp","FRAME50.bmp","FRAME51 b 
mp","FRAME52.bmp",
"FRAME53.bmp","FRAME54.bmp","FRAME55.bmp","FRAME56.bmp","FRAME57.b
mp","FRAME58.bmp",
”FRAME59.bmp","FRAME60.bmp","FRAME61.bmp","FRAME62.bmp","FRAME63.b
mp","FRAME64.bmp",
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"FRAME65.bmp","FRAME66.bmp","FRAME67.bmp",'TRAME68.brap","FRAME69.b
mp","FRAME70.bmp",
"FRAME7l.bmp","FRAME72.bmp","FRAME73.bmp",”FRAME74.bmp","FRAME75.b
mp","FRAME76.bmp",
"FRAME77.bmp","FRAME78.bmp","FRAME79.bmp","FRAME80.bmp”,"FRAME81 b 
mp","FRAME82.bmp",
"FRAME83.bmp","FRAME84.bmp","FRAME85.bmp","FRAME86.bmp",TRAME87.b
mp","FRAME88.bmp",
"FRAME89.bmp","FRAME90.bmp","FRAME9l.bmp","FRAME92.bmp","FRAME93.b
mp","FRAME94.bmp",
"FRAME95.bmp","FRAME96.bmp","FRAME97.bmp","FRAME98.bmp","FRAME99-b
mp","FRAME100.bmp",
"FRAME 101 .bmp","FRAME 102.brap","FRAME103.bmp","FRAMEl04.bmp","FRAM 
E105.bmp","FRAME106.bmp",
"FRAME107.bmp","FRAMEl08.bmp","FRAME109.bmp","FRAMEll0.bmp","FRAM 
El 1 l.brap","FRAMEl 12.bmp",
"FRAMEl 13.bmp","FRAMEl l4.bmp","FRAMEl l5.bmp","FRAMEl 16.bmp","FRAM 
E l 17.bmp","FRAMEI I8.bmp",
"FRAMEll9.bmp","FRAME120.bmp"."FRAME121.bmp","FRAME122.bmp","FRAM
E123.bmp","FRAME124.bmp",
"FRAME125.bmp","FRAME126.bmp"."FRAME127.bmp"."FRAME128-bmp”,"FRAM 
E 129.bmp","FRAMEl 30.bmp",
"FRAME131.bmp”,"FRAME132.bmp","FRAME133.bmp","FRAME134-bmp","FRAM 
El 35.bmp","FRAME136.bmp",
"FRAME136.bmp"."FRAME138.bmp","FRAME139.bmp","FRAME140.bmp","FRAM 
E141 .bmp","FRAME142.bmp",
"FRAME143.bmp","FRAME144.bmp","FRAME145.bmp","FRAME146.bmp","FRAM
E147.bmp","FRAME148.bmp",
"FRAME149.bmp","FRAMEl50.bmp","FRAME15l.bmp","FRAMElS2.bmp.bmp",
"FRAME153.bmp","FRAME154.bmp","FRAME155.bmp","FRAME156.bmp","FRAM
E157.bmp"."FRAME158.bmp",
"FRAME159.bmp","FRAME160.bmp","FRAME161.bmp","FRAME162.bmp","FRAM 
El 63.bmp","FRAME164.bmp",
"FRAME165.bmp","FRAME166.bmp","FRAME167.bmp”,"FRAME168.bmp","FRAM 
E 169.bmp","FRAMEl 70.bmp",
"FRAMEl 71 .bmp","FRAME172.bmp","FRAME173.bmp","FRAME174.bmp","FRAM 
E175.bmp"."FRAME176.bmp",
"FRAME177.bmp","FRAMEl78.bmp","FRAME179.bmp","FRAME180.bmp","FRAM 
E l 81 .bmp","FRAMEl 82.bmp",
"FRAME183.bmp","FRAME184.bmp","FRAME185.bmp","FRAME186.bmp","FRAM 
El 87.bmp","FRAMEl 88.bmp",
"FRAME189.bmp","FRAME190.bmp","FRAME191.bmp","FRAME192.bmp","FRAM 
El 93.bmp","FRAME 194.bmp",
"FRAME195.bmp","FRAME196.bmp","FRAME197.bmp","FRAME198.bmp","FRAM
E199.bmp","FRAME200.bmp",
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"FRAME201.bmp'*,"FRAME202.bmp",'TRAME203.bmp",'’FRAME204.bmp","FRAM 
E205.bmp","FRAME206.bmp"} ;
//file names o f image fiâmes after decoding 
char
*sOutmap[206]= {"FRAME I a.bmp","FRAME2a.bmp","FRAME3a.bmp","FRAME4a.b 
mp",
"FRAME5a.bmp","FRAME6a-bmp","FRAME7a-bmp","FRAME8a.bmp","FRAME9a-b 
mp","FRAMEl Oa.bmp",
"FRAMElla.bmp","FRAME12a.bmp"."FRAME13a.bmp","FRAME14a.bmp","FRAME 
15a.bmp","FRAME16a.bmp",
"FRAME17a.bmp","FRAME18a.bmp","FRAME19a.bmp","FRAME20aLbmp","FRAME 
21 a.bmp","FRAME22a.bmp",
"FRAME23a.bmp","FRAME24a.bmp","FRAME25a.bmp","FRAME26a.bmp","FRAME
27a-bmp",'TRAME28a.bmp",
"FRAME29a.bmp","FRAME30a.bmp","FRAME31a.bmp","FRAME32a.bmp","FRAME
33a.bmp","FRAME34a.bmp",
"FRAME35a.bmp","FRAME36a.bmp","FRAME37a.bmp","FRAME38a.bmp","FRAME
39a.bmp","FRAME40a.bmp",
"FRAME4la.bmp","FRAME42a.bmp","FRAME43a.bmp","FRAME44a.bmp","FRAME
45a.bmp","FRAME46a.bmp",
"FRAME47a.bmp","FRAME48a.bmp"."FRAME49a.bmp","FRAME50a.bmp","FRAME 
51 a.bmp","FRAME52a.bmp",
"FRAME53a.bmp","FRAME54a.bmp","FRAME55a.bmp"."FRAME56a.bmp","FRAME
57a.bmp","FRAME58a.bmp",
"FRAME59a.bmp","FRAME60a.bmp","FRAME6la.bmp","FRAME62a.bmp",”FRAME
63a.bmp","FRAME64a.bmp",
"FRAME65a.bmp","FRAME66a-bmp","FRAME67a.bmp","FRAME68a-bmp","FRAME
69a.bmp","FRAME70a.bmp",
"FRAME71a.bmp","FRAME72a.bmp","FRAME73a.bmp","FRAME74a.bmp","FRAME
75a.bmp","FRAME76a.bmp",
"FRAME77a-bmp","FRAME78a-bmp","FRAME79a.bmp","FRAME80a-bmp","FRAME 
81 a.bmp","FRAME82a.bmp",
"FRAME83a.bmp","FRAME84a.bmp"."FRAME85a.bmp","FRAME86a.bmp","FRAME
87a.bmp","FRAME88a.bmp",
"FRAME89a-bmp","FRAME90a.bmp","FRAME91a.bmp","FRAME92a-bmp","FRAME
93a.bmp","FRAME94a.bmp",
"FRAME95a-bmp","FRAME96a-bmp","FRAME97a.bmp","FRAME98a.bmp","FRAME
99a.bmp","FRAME100a.bmp",
"FRAME10la-bmp","FRAME102a.bmp","FRAME103a.bmp","FRAME104a.bmp","FR 
AMEl 05a.bmp","FRAMEl06a.bmp",
"FRAME107a.bmp","FRAME108a.bmp","FRAME109a.bmp","FRAME110a.bmp","FR 
AMEl 1 la.bmp","FRAMEl 12a.bmp",
"FRAMEl l3a.bmp","FRAMEl 14a.bmp","FRAMEl 15a.bmp"."FRAMEl 16a.bmp","FR 
AMEl 17a.bmp","FRAMEl 18a.bmp",
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"FRAMEl 19a.bmp","FRAME120a.bmp",'TRAME121a.bmp","FRAME122a-bmp","FR 
AME123a-bmp","FRAME124a-bmp".
"FRAME125a.bmp","FRAME126a.bmp","FRAME127a.bmp",'TRAME128a.bmp","FR
AMEl29a.bmp","FRAMEl30a.bmp",
"FRAME131a.bmp","FRAME132a-bmp",'TRAME133a.bmp","FRAME134a-bmp","FR
AMEl35a.bmp","FRAME136a-bmp",
"FRAMEl36a.bmp"."FRAME138a-bmp",'TRAME139a.bmp","FRAME140a-bmp","FR
AMEl4la.bmp","FRAMEl42a.bmp",
"FRAME143a-bmp","FRAME144a-bmp",'TRAME145a.bmp","FRAME146a.bmp","FR
AME147a.bmp","FRAME148a.bmp",
"FRAME149a.bmp","FRAME150a.bmp","FRAME151a.brap","FRAME152a.bmp", 
"FRAMEl53a.bmp","FRAMEl54a-bmp","FRAME155a.bmp","FRAMEl56a-bmp","FR 
AME 157a.bmp","FRAMEl 58a.bmp",
"FRAME 159a-bmp","FRAME160a-bmp","FRAME16 la-bmp","FRAMEl62a-bmp","FR 
AME163a.bmp","FRAME164a.bmp",
"FRAMEl65a.bmp","FRAME166a-bmp","FRAME167a.brap","FRAME168a.bmp","FR
AME169a.bmp","FRAME170a.bmp",
"FRAMEl71a-bmp","FRAMEl72a.bmp"."FRAME173a.bmp","FRAME174a.bmp","FR 
AME 175a.bmp","FRAMEl 76a.bmp",
"FRAMEl77a-bmp","FRAME178a-bmp","FRAMEl79a.bmp","FRAME180a.bmp","FR 
AME 181 a.bmp","FRAME 182a.bmp",
"FRAME183a.bmp","FRAMEl84a.bmp","FRAME185a.bmp","FRAME186a-bmp","FR 
AMEl 87a.bmp","FRAMEl 88a.bmp",
"FRAMEl89a.bmp","FRAME190a-bmp","FRAME191a-bmp","FRAME192a-bmp","FR
AME193a-bmp","FRAME194a.bmp",
"FRAME195a.bmp","FRAME196a-bmp","FRAME197a.bmp","FRAME198a-bmp","FR 
AMEl 99a.bmp","FRAME200a-bmp",
"FRAME201a.bmp","FRAME202a.bmp","FRAME203a.bmp","FRAME204a.bmp","FR
AME205a-bmp","FRAME206a.bmp"};
* start o f the motion compensation compression section *
* Function: Movement
*
* Decripdon: This function compairs an area in two different frames to
* determine if there is movement A block is said to have
* movement if there exists a pixel whose intensity difference
* between two frames is greater then the threshold value. If
* the delta is consistent across the block this is attributed to
* a change in intensity and not motion.
*
* Parameters: frame 1 = 16*width row o f first frame bitmap w/o header
* frame! = 16*width row o f next fiame bitmap w/o header
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1 = length o f block o f interest
w = width o f block o f  interest
P = X, y position in the frame (upper left comer block)
Varibles: x,y = loop varibles
flag = indicates movement between frames for a given block 
shadow = used to check for uniform delta across a block which 
indicates an increase or decrease in lighting, 
shade = flag to indicate a  shadow 
delta = intensité difference between two pixies
Returns; True ( 1 ) if  there is a  pixel with a delta greater then the threshold 
and false (0) if there is n o t varible returned if  flag
#deftne threshold 0 //Threshold o f recorded pixel intensity difference 
//default is 0, lossless compression 
int movement(unsigned char framel [Width][16],
unsigned char ffame2[Width][16], 
int 1, int w, PixelStruct P)
{
int X, y;
int flag shadow, shade, delta;
/♦Set value for shadow, if  the block if bigger a pixel use the 
first pixel else use 0 ♦/ 
if((l^w )>l)
shadow=framel[P.x][P.y]-fiame2[P.x][P.y]; 
else shadow=0;
flag=0; shade=0; //initialize movement and shadow flags to no 
//compair blocks 
for (y=P.y; y<(P.y+l); y++)
for (x=P.x; x<(P.x+w); x++)
(delta=framel [x][y]-frame2[x][y];
if (abs(delta)>threshold) 
flag=l; 
if  (delta=shadow )
shade++//find the number o f pixels equal to shadow value 
}//end for loop
//if all pixel equal the shadow value reset movement flag to false 
if  (shade=(l^w)) 
flag=0;
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return flag;
}//end no movement
'unction: up log
)ecription: Computes the log o f a given base and number and returns the 
ceiling o f the answer.
arameters: number = number to compute log of
base = base to use in computing log function
aribles: log_count = number o f division into number
value = current value of number after log_count divisions
letums: logjcount = ceiling o f the log base o f number
int up log(int number, double base)
{
int log count; 
double value;
value=number,
log_count=0;
//find the number o f times base divides into number 
while (value > 1.0)
{value=value/base;
log^count++;
}//end while
return logjcount;
}//end up log
'unction: bytejbuild
Decription: This function takes several bit strings o f various length,
represented by the char newjvalue, and packs them into a byte.
Once the byte is full the byte is written in the respective file 
and a new byte is packed and so on. The parameter byte contains 
the byte being packed and the number o f bits packed into the 
current byte. The array of bytes is used since were packing 
bytes for six diffemt flies.
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Parameters: byte[6] = array ofbytes being built, one for each file 
outfile[7] = array of files 
i = file byte saved into 
length = number o f bits char will occupy
Varibles: temp ch = temp character value
byte rnask = mask to transfer a char a byte o f a given length
void byte build(ByteStruct byte[6], FILE *outfile,
unsigned char new value, int length, int i)
{
unsigned char temp ch;
unsigned char byte_mask[8]={0,l,3,7,15,31,63,127} ;
/♦if there are more bits then can be saved in a given byte then 
the current byte is filled and written to the file ♦/
if  ((byte[i].bits+length)>8)
{//transfer bits from the char to byte 
temp_ch=new_value»(length-(8-byte[i].bits)); 
byte[i].value=byte[i].value«(8-byte[i].bits); 
byte[i]-value=byte[i].value(temp_ch;
//write to file
fwrite(&byte[i].value,sizeof(char), 1 ,outfile);
//transfer the remainder o f the bits to new value reset byte
new_value=new_value&byte_mask[length-(8-byte[i].bits)];
length=length-(8-byte[i].bits);
byte[i].bits=0;
byte[i].value=0;
}//end then
//transfer the bits from the char to byte 
byte[i].value=byte[i].value«length; 
byte[i].value=byte[i].valuelnew_value; 
byte[i].bits=byte[i].bits+length;
//if the byte is full, write it to the file and reset byte to null 
if  (byte[i].bits=8)
{fwrite(&byte[i].value,sizeof(char),l,outfile);
byte[i].bits=0;
byte[i].value=0;}
}//end bytebuilt
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Function: Coding
Decription: Since the delta values form a  bell curve centered around 0 
this function thakes a  group o f four delta values finds the 
largest delta and codes the rest array of four numbers accordanly. 
+-1 00 followed by one bit for each delta 
+-2 01 followed by two bits for each delta 
+-4 10 followed by three bits for each delta 
+-8 1100 followed by four bits for each delta 
4-16 1101 followed by five bits for each delta 
4-32 1110 followed by six bits for each delta 
>32 1111 followed by a 16 bit int for each delta
Parameters: delta_value= array o f delta values
outfile[7] = array o f files that contain coded movement o f frames 
byte = Current byte being built
Varibles: x 
large 
pow tw o 
size 
tem pjch 
code 0
= loop varibles 
= largest value
= log base two o f the largest delta value 
= number o f delta values, 4 best value 
= temp unsigned character 
_  = initial mask
code_ 1,2,4,8,16,32= masks used for coding 1=>4-1,2=>4-2, 
4—>4-4,8—>4-8, 16=>4-16, 32—>4-32
void codingfint delta_value[delta_size4l], FILE *outfile, ByteStruct byte[6])
{
intx;
int large, pow two, size; 
unsigned char tempjch; 
unsigned char pos=0; 
unsigned char neg=l ;
unsigned char code_0[7]={0,1,2,12,13,14,15} ;
unsigned char code l [3]={0,'z', 1} ;
unsigned char code_2[5]={0,l,'z',2,3} ;
unsigned char code_4[9]={0,l,2,3,'z',4,5,6,7};
unsigned char code_8[17]={0,l,2,3,4,5,6,7,’z’,8,9,10,l 1,12,13,14,15};
unsigned char code_l6[33]={0,l,2,3.4,5,6.7,8,9,10.1 l,12,13,14,15,'z',
16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,26,27,28,29,30,31}; 
unsigned char code_32[65]={0,l,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,l 1,12,13,14,15,
16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,26,27,28,29,30,31,'z',
32,33,34,35,36,37,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,
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48,49,50,51,52,53,54,55,56,57,58,59,60,61,62,63};
large=-l; //initialize large
size^=delta_value[delta_size];
//find largest value in delta value array 
for (jc=0; x<size; x++)
if  (abs(delta_value[x])>large) 
large=abs(delta_value[x]);
//find the log base 2 o f the largest value
pow_two=up_log(large,2.0);
/♦Codes the array in delta_value based on the largest value
The first two-four bits represents which group it falls into
(groups based on powers o f 2), the next four sets are the codes 
for the numbers in delta value^/ 
switch (powjtwo)
{
case 0: byte_build(byte,outfile,code_0[0],2,5); //prefix code used, 00 
for (x==0; x<size; x -h -)
{byte_build(byte,outfile,code_l [delta_value[x]+1 ], 1,5);} 
break;
case 1: byte_build(byte,outfile,code_0[l],2,5); //prefix code used, 01 
for (x=0; x<size; x++)
(byte_build(byte,outfile,code_2[delta_value[x]+2],2,5);}
break;
case 2: byte_build(byte,outfile,code_0[2],2,5); //prefix code used, 10 
for (x=0; x<size; x++)
{byte_build(byte,outfile,code_4[delta_value[x]+4],3,5);}
break;
case 3: byte_build(byte,outfile,code_0[3],4,5); //prefix code used, 1100 
for (x=0; x<size; x++)
{byte_build(byte,outfile,code_8[delta_value[x]+8],4,5);}
break;
case 4: bytejbuild(byte,outfile,code_0[4],4,5); //prefix code used, 1101 
for (x=0; x<size; x++)
{byte_build(byte,outfile,code_16[delta_value[x]+16],5,5);} 
break;
case 5: byte_build(byte,outfile,code_0[5],4,5); //prefix code used, 1110 
for (x=0; x<size; x++)
{byte_build(byte,outfile,code_32[delta_value[x]+32],6,5);}
break;
default: byte_build(byte,outfile,code_0[6],4,5); //prefix code used, 1111
for (x=0; x<size; x+4)
{if (delta_value[x]<0)
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byte_build(byte,outfîle4ieg 1,5); 
else byte_build(byte,outfîle,pos,l,5);
temp_clF=abs(delta_value[x]);
byte_build(byte,oiitfile,temp_ch,8,5);
}//end X loop 
break;
}//end case statment 
}//end coding
Function: block movement
Decription: This function compairs a 16X16 area in two frames in order to 
determine if there is movement If there is no movement a 0 
is added to the first bitmap file outf!le[0] otherwise a 1 is 
written to the file and the block is broken up into quaters 
recursively with each quater block being checked for motion 
The motion and lack o f motion o f the quartered blocks is then 
saved into another bitmap. Recursion continues down to the pixel 
level where the intensity difference (delta) of the pixel is 
finally stored in the last file outfile[5].
Parameters: framel = 16*width row o f first frame bitmap w/o header 
fram e! = 16*width row o f next frame bitmap w/o header 
1 = length of block o f interest
w = width of block o f interest
P = X, y position in the frame (upper left comer block)
outfile= array of files that contain coded movement o f frames 
i = file to be saved into 
detla value = array o f delta values 
byte = array ofbytes being built, one for each file
Varibles: x ,yjow  = loop varibles
temp = temp pixel position value
Move = value for movement, 1
Still = value for no movement, 0
delta = difference in pixel intenstity between two frames
void block movement(unsigned char ftamel[Width][16],
unsigned char frame2[Width][16], int w, int 1,
PixelStruct P, FILE *outfile[7], int i,
int delta_value[delta_size4l], ByteStruct byte[6])
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( int X, y, row;
PixelStruct temp; 
int delta;
unsigned char Move=l; 
unsigned char Still=0;
if (!movement(framel,fiame2,w,LP))
{byte_build(byte,outfile[i],Still,l,i);} //write no movement, 0 
else {byte_build(byte,outfile[i]>love,l,i); //write movement, 1 
if((l* w )> l)
{//quater block and check for movement in each quater
for(y=0;y<2;y++) 
for(jc=0; x<2; x++)
{temp.x=P.x+(x*w/2);
temp.y=P.y+(y*l/2);
block_movement(frame 14rame2, w/2,l/2,temp,outfileti+1 ,delta_value,byte);
}//end x/y loop
}//end then
/♦Recursion termination (reached a single pixel size block) 
find intesity difference between frames^/ 
else {delta=fiamel[P.x][P.y]-firame2[P.x][P.y]; 
row=delta_value[delta_size]; 
delta value[row]=delta;
delta_value[delta_size]++;
//when delta size deltas have been collected write to file 
if  (delta_value[delta_size]==delta_size)
{codin^delta_value,outfile[5],byte);
delta_value[delta_size]=0;}
}//end else 
}//end else
}//end blockmovment
Function: motion code
Decription: This function compresses a  series o f frames using a motion 
compensation technique. A frame is divided into a series of 
16x16 pixel blocks with each block being compaired to the 
cooresponding block in the previous frame in order to check for 
motion between the blocks. The compressed information is then 
stored into 6 files.
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Varibles: x,y,i j  = loop varibles
temp = temp integer value 
edge = Edge o f image 
Position= Position of current 16x16 block 
framel = 16*width row o f first frame bitmap w/o header 
frame! = 16*width row o f next frame bitmap w/o header 
outflle = array o f files that contain coded movement o f frames 
handle = bitmap images 
detla_value = array o f delta values 
byte = array ofbytes being built, one for each file 
ucTemp = temp unsigned char
void motion code(int i_loop)
{ in ti,j,x ,y ;
int delta_value[delta_size+l];
FILE •o u tfile n , *handle[2];
PixelStruct Position;
ByteStruct byte[6];
unsigned char fiame l[Width][16], fiame2[Width][16], ucTemp;
//initialize output files 
outfile[0]=fopen("outl .put","wb+"); 
outfile[l]=fopen("out2.put","wb4"); 
outfile[2]=fopen("out3 .put","wb+"); 
outfile[3]=fopenC’out4.put","wb+"); 
outfile[4]=fbpen("out5.put","wb4"); 
outfile[5]=fopenC’out6.put","wb+"); 
//outfile[6]=fopen("out7.put","a+");
//initialize byte counters 
delta_value[delta_size]=0;
for (x=0; x<6; x++)
{byte[x].bits=0;
byte[x].value=0;}
for (i=i_loop; i<((FRAMES-l)+i_loop); i++) 
{handle[0]=^open(sBitmap[i],"r+b"); /*first firame*/ 
handle[l]=fopen(sBitmap[i+l],"r+b"); /*next frame*/
//read over header and color map 
for (x=0; x<998; x++)
{ffead(&ucTemp,sizeof(char), 1 ,handle[0]); 
ffead(&ucTemp,sizeof(char), 1 ,handle[l ]);
}//end X loop
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for 0=0; j<floor(Height/16.0); j-n-)
{
for (y=0; y<16; y++)
//read a  row of 16x16 blocks from the 2 frames into the array 
for (x=0; x<Width; x+4)
{fread(&frame I [x][y],sizeof(char), 1 ,handle[0]); 
fread(&frame2[x][y],sizeof(char), 1 jiandle[ 1 ]);
}//end loop
//check each 16x16 block in the row for movement
Position.y=0;
for ()F=0; x<floor(Width/16.0); x++)
{Position.x=x* 16;
block_movement(ftamel,frame2,16,16,Position,outfile,0,delta_value,byte); 
}//end X loop
}//endj loop
fclose (handle[0]); 
fclose (handle[l]);
}//end i loop
//fill up all partially filled bytes and output them 
for (x=0; x<6; x++) 
if (byte[x].bits>0)
{byte[x].value=byte[x].value«(8-byte[x].bits);
fwrite(&byte[x].value,sizeof(char), 1 ,outfile[x]);}
for (x=0; x<6; x++)
fclose (outfile[x]);
}//end mot dect function
* end o f the motion compensation compression section *
* Start o f the motion compensation decompression section *
* Function; bytejbreakdown
*
* Decription: This function extracts the value of a bit string of given length
* from a given file.
*
*/
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Parameters: byte[6] = array o f bytes being brokendown, one for each file 
outfile[7] = array o f files 
i = file byte saved into 
size = number of bits being extracted
Varibles: c = loop varible
number = temp character value
mask = mask to transfer a series o f bits into an integer
Returns: the interger value o f the bit string (varible number).
unsigned char byte_breakdown(ByteStruct byte[6], FILE *outfile, int i, int size)
(
unsigned char number,
unsigned char byte_mask[8]={255,127,63,31,15,7,3,1} ;;
number=0;
/*if there are more bits then can be saved in a given byte then 
the current byte is filled and written to the file •/ 
if ((byte[i].bits+size)>8)
{//transfer bits fi’om the byte to char 
size=size-(8-byte[i].bits);
number=(byte[i].value&byte_mask[byte[i].bits])«size;
//read new byte from file
fread(&byte[i]. value,sizeof(char), I ,outfile);
byte[i].bits=0;
}//end then
//transfer the bits fi'om the char to byte 
number=((byte[i].value&byte_mask[byte[i].bits])»(8- 
(byte[i].bits+size)))|number;
byte[i].bits=byte[i].bits+size;
//if the byte is full, write it to the file and reset byte to null 
if (byte[i].bits=8)
{fread(&byte[i].value,sizeof(char), 1 ,outfile); 
byte[i].bits=0;}
return number,
}// end bit value function
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Function: block_decode
Decription: This breaks out file six, outfile[S], into the set o f deltas
(intensity differences) and adds these deltas to the correct position 
in the previous finme in order to create the next frame.
+>1 00 followed by one bit for each delta 
+-2 01 followed by two bits for each delta 
+-4 10 followed by three bits for each delta 
+-8 1100 followed by four bits for each delta 
+ 16 I lOl followed by five bits for each delta 
+-32 1110 followed by six bits for each delta 
>32 1111 followed by a 16 bit int for each delta
Parameters: frame = 16*width row the current bitmap fiame w/o header 
w = block width
1 = block length
P = Position o f current block o f interest
outfile[7] = array o f files that contain coded movement o f frames 
i = current file o f interest
byte = Current byte being built
Varibles: x,y = loop varibles
temp = temp pixel position
code = holds code for decoding the 4 deltas
code bits = array which determines number o f bits stored per delta
de code = array to decode deltas
de_code[0]^-l, de_code[l]=^-2, decode[2]=+-4 
de_code[3]=+-8, de_code[4]=+-16, de_code[5]=+-5
V
void blockjdecode(unsigned char frame[Width][16], int w, int 1,
PixelStruct P, FILE *outfile[7], int i, ByteStruct byte[6], 
int code[2])
{ int X, y;
PixelStruct temp; 
int IntTemp;
int code_bits[l5]={ U,3,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,4,5,6};
intde_code[6][64]={-l,l,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,
0,0,0,0,0,0,0.0,0,0,0.0,0,0.0,0,0.0,0,0,0,0.0,0,0,0,0,0,0.0,0,0,0,0,
-2,-l,l,2,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,
0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0.0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,
-4,-3,-2,-l,U,3,4,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,
0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0.0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,
.8,-7,.6,.5,-4,-3,-2,.l,l,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,
0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,
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-16,-15,-14,-13,-12,-! U-I0,-9.-8,-7,-6,-5,-4,-3,-2,-1,U ,3A5, 
6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,
-32,-31,-30,-29,-28,-27,-26,-25,-24,-23,-22,-21,-20,-19,-18,-17,
-16,-15,-14,-13,-12,-ll,-10,-9,-8,-7,-6,-5,-4,-3,-2,-l,l,2,3,4,5,
6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,26,27,
28W 0,31,32};
//find the position o f next 2x2 block with movement
if(i<4)
{if (byte_breakdown(byte,outfile[i],i,l)>0)
for (y=0; y<2; y++)
for (x=0; x<2; x++)
{temp.x=P.x+(x*w/2);
temp.y=P.y+(y*l/2);
block_decode(fi^e,w /2 J/2,temp,outfile,i+1 ,byte,code); 
}//end x/y loop
}//end then 
else{
if (byte_breakdown(byte,outfile[i],i,l)>0)
{ /*find the value of code in order to determine the 
the number of bits be delta in the array*/
if (code[l]=delta_size) 
{code[0]=byte_breakdown(byte,outfile[5],5,2); 
if  (code[0]=3)
{code[0]=code[0]«2;
code[0]=code[0]|byte_breakdown(byte,outfile[5],5,2); 
}//end then 
code[l]=0;
}//end then 
if (code[0]<15)
{IntTemp=byte_breakdown(byte,outfile[5],5,code_bits[code[0]]);
firame[P.x]|P.y]=fi:ame|P.x][P.y]-
de_code[code_bits[code[0]]-l][IntTemp];
}//end then
else{if (byte_breakdown(byte,outfile[5],5,l ))
IntTemp=-l; 
else IntTemp=l;
IntTemp=byte_breakdown(byte,outfile[5],5,8)*IntTemp;
frame[P.x][P.y]=frane[P.x]p.y]-IntTemp;
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}//end else 
code[l]++;
}//end then 
}//end else
}//end block movment
Function: m otiondecode
Decription: This function decompresses a series o f frames using an initial whole 
frame and the morion information from every susiquent frame. A frame 
The motion information is stored in six files. The first 5 files 
store pixel movement and position in the frame, while the last 
file stores the intensity differences of a given pixel between frames.
Varibles: x ,y jj = loop varibles
temp = temp integer value 
edge = Edge o f image 
Posirion= Position o f current 16x16 block 
frame 1 = 16*width row o f first frame bitmap w/o header 
fhune2 = 16*width row o f next flame bitmap w/o header 
outfile = array o f files that contain coded movement of frames 
handle = bitmap images 
detla_value = array o f delta values 
byte = array o f bytes being built, one for each file 
ucTemp = temp unsigned char
void motion decodef void)
{int i, j , X, y;
//int temp;
//int delta value[5];
FILE •outfile[7], *in_handle, *out_handle; 
PixelStruct Position;
ByteStruct byte[6]; 
int code[2];
unsigned char fiame[Width][16], ucTemp;
//load motion information files
outfile[0]=fopen("outl put", "rb");
outfile[l]=fopen("out2.put","rb”);
outfile[2]=fopen("out3.put","rb");
outfile[3]=fopen("out4.put","rb");
outfile[4]=fopen("out5.put","rb");
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outfile[5]=fopen("out6.put","rb");
//outfile[6]=fopen("out7.put","a+");
//imtfalize byte breakdown storage 
for (x=0; x<6; x++) 
byte[x].bits=8; 
code[l ]=delta_size; 
code[0]=99;
fo r(i= l; i<FRAMES; i++)
{in_handle=fopen(sBitmap[i-l],"rb"); /*previous file*/ 
out_handie=fopen(sOutmap[i],"wb+");/*cuiTent file being built*/
//read over header and color map 
for (x=0; x<998; x++)
{fread(&ucTemp,sizeof(char), 1 ,in_handle); 
fwrite(&ucTemp,si2eof(char), 1 ,out_handie);
}//end X loop
for 0*=O; j<floor(Height/16.0); j++)
{
for (y=0; y<16; y++)
for (x=0; x<Width; x++) 
fread(&frame[x][y],sizeot(char), 1 ,in_handle);
//end loop, initalizes first row o f 16x16 blocks to previous file
/*check each 16x16 block in the row for movement, if there is movement 
add the delta stored at that position to the fiam array*/
Position.y=0; 
for(x=0; x<floor(Width/16.0); x++)
{Position.x=x*16;
block decode(frame,16,16fosition,outfile,0,byte,code);
}//end X loop
//write results to output file 
for (y=0; y<16; y++) 
for(x=0; x<Width; x++) 
fwrite(&firame[x][y],sizeof(char), 1 ,out_handle);
//end loop, reads first row o f 16x16 block
}//end j loop 
fclose (inhandle);
fclose (outhandle);
}//end i loop
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for (x=0; x<6; x++)
fclose (outfile[x]);
}//end motion decode function
* end o f the motion compensation decompression section *
* start o f  the huffrnan code/decode section
typedef struct Nodestruct{Nodestruct *next, *zero, *one;
int freq;
typedef struct HufQcey{int freq;
long int value; 
unsigned long int symbol; 
} nodestruct;
unsigned long int symbol;
int size;
} hufflcey;
/* newpixel => value from the edge detection */
/* image => matrix containing the intensity values of the image */
/* newfrle => string corresponding to the image file */
/* handle => file before manipulation */
/* outfile => image after manipulation */
/* i,j, k ,c= >  loop varibles. */
/* step => distance between saved pixels. */
void dfs (nodestruct *ptr, huffkey code[65536], unsigned long int symb, int count) 
{
if  (ptr->zero!=NULL)
dfs(ptr->zero,code,symb«l ,count+1 );
if (ptr->one!=NULL)
dfs(ptr->one,code,(sym b«l )| l,count+1 );
code[ptr->value].size=count; code[ptr->value].symbol=symb; 
}//end depth first search
void huff_code(nodestract *root[6])
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unsigned char ucTemp; 
huffkey code[65536];
FILE *outfiIe[6], *huffile[6], *diag;
int count, length,];
unsigned int intTemp;
long int i;
double bit;
unsigned long int symb;
nodestruct node, *ptr, *prevptr, *newptr;
ByteStruct byte[6];
outfile[0]=fopen("outl.put","rb");
outfile[l]=fopenC'out2.put",”rb");
outfile[2]=fopen("out3.put","rb");
outfile[3]=fopenC'out4.put","rb");
outfile[4]=fopenC’out5.put","rb");
outfile[5]=fopen("out6.put","rb”);
diag=fopen("out7.put","a+");
huffile[0]=fopen("huffl .put","wb+"); 
huffile[l]=fopen("huf0.put”,"wb+"); 
huffile[2]=fopen("hufD.put","wb+"); 
huffile[3]==fopen("hufF4.put","wb+"); 
huffile[4]=fopenC’hufi5.put","wb+"); 
huffile[5]=fopen("huffô.put”,"wb+");
forO‘=0;j<6;j++)
b y te [j].b it^ ;
bit=0.0;
/* Initialization */
forO=0;j<6;j++)
{ root[j]=&node;
for (i=0; i<65536; i++)
{codeti].freq=0;
code[i].size^;
code[i].symbol=0;}//end i loop
/*find frequencies of numbers*/
while (!feof(outfile|j])) 
{ffead(&intTemp,sizeof(char),2,outffle[j]); 
code[intTemp].ffeq++;
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}/*end whfle loop*/
/*construct tree*/
node.next=NULL; node.one=NULL; 
node.zero=NULL; node.£req=-l; node.value=-l; 
count=0;
//build queue from least to most ffeequeut 
for (i=0; i<65536; i++)
{ ptr=root[j]; 
if  (code[i].freq>0)
{ while((code[i].freq>ptr->freq)&&(ptr->next!=NULL)) 
{prevptr^ptr; ptr=ptr->next;} 
newptr=new nodestruct;
newptr->next=NULL; newptr->one=NULL; newptr->zero=NULL; 
newptr->fre<p=code[i].freq; newptr->value=i; 
if  (code[i].freq>ptr->freq) 
ptr->next=newptr; 
else {newptr->next=ptr,
prevptr->next=newptr,}
count++;
}/*end if*/
}/*end i loop*/
/*build tree*/
for (i=0; i<(count-2); i++)
{//extract smallest two nodes 
newptr=new nodestruct; 
newptr->next=NULL; newptr->value=-l ;
newptr->one=rootIj]->next->next; newptr->zero=root[j]->next; 
newptr->freq=newptr->zero->fteq+newptr->one->freq; 
root[j]->next=newptr->one->next; 
newptr->one->next=NULL;
//insert newptr into list 
prevptr=rootO']; ptr=rootD]->next;
while((newptr->freq>ptr->freq)&&(ptr->next!=NULL)) 
{prevptr=ptr, ptr=ptr->next;}
if  (ptr->freq<newptr->freq) 
ptr->next=newptr, 
else {newptr->next=ptr,
prevptr->next=newptr,}
}//end i loop tree build 
//join last two nodes
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newptr=new nodestruct;
newptr->freq=-l; newptr->value=-l; newptr->next=NULL; 
newptr->one=root[j]->next->next; newptr->zero=root(j]->next; 
root[i]=newptr;
node.next^NULL;
//build symbols with a depth first search 
ptr=rootD]; symb=0; 
dfs(ptr,code,symb,0);
/^encode image*/ 
rewind(outfile[j])y/ 
while (!feof(ouÆle[j]))
{fread(&intTemp,sizeof(char),2,outfiIeO]);
length=code[intTemp].size;
while (Iength>8)
{ucTemp=^code[intTemp].symbol«(32-length))»((32-length)+(length-8));
byte_build(byteJiuffile|j],ucTemp,8j);
length=length-8;
ucTempp=(code[intTemp].symbol«(32-length))»(32-length);
) //end while 
ucTemp=code[intTemp].symbol; 
byte_build(byte,huffile|j],ucTemp,lengthj);
}//end while
if  (byte[)].bits>0)
{bit=bit+8.0;
byte(j].value=byteD].value«(8-byteD]-bits);
fwrite(&byte[)].value,sizeof(char),l,outfileO]);}
}//endj loop
for (i=0; i<6; i++)
{fclose(huffile[i]);
fclose(outfile[i]);}
}//end huff encodeing function
void huff_decode(nodestruct *root[6])
{
int X, i;
unsigned int intTemp;
FILE *outfile[6], *huffile[6]; 
nodestruct *ptr,
ByteStruct byte[6];
outfile[0]=fopen("outl .put","wb+"); 
outfile[ 1 ]=fopenC'out2.put"," wb+");
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outfile[2]=fopen("out3.put","wb+");
outfile[3]=fopen("oiit4.piit",”wb+");
outfile[4]=fopen("out5.put",”wb-^");
outfile[5]=fopen("out6.put","wb+");
huffile[0]=fopen("hufn .put","rb"); 
huffile[l]=fopen("hufE2.put","rb"); 
huffiIe[2]=fopen("hufD.put”,"rb"); 
huffile[3]=fopen("hu£F4-put","rb"); 
huffile[4]=fopen("hufï5.put","rb"); 
huffiIe[5]=fopen("hu£ï5.put","rb");
/♦decode image*/
for (x=0; x<6; x++) 
byte[x].bits=8;
for (i=0; i<6; i++)
{while (!feof(huffile[i]))
{ptr=root[i];
while (ptr->one!=NULL)
{if  ̂ yte_breakdown(byte,huffile[i],i, 1 ) =  1 ) 
ptr=ptr->one; 
else ptr=ptr->zero;
}//end while 
intTemp=ptr->value;
fwrite(&intTemp,sizeof(char),2,outfile[i]);
}//end while 
}//end i loop 
/♦close out files and exit*/
for (i=0; i<6; i++)
{fclose(hi^le[i]);
fclose(outfile[Q);}
} /*huffman decode*/
/*♦**♦♦♦♦**♦*•♦**•*♦♦•*♦•***♦♦♦***♦♦♦*♦♦•*♦♦♦*♦*♦•**♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
* end o f the huffinan code/decode section 
♦♦♦♦***•♦*♦♦*••♦♦*♦•*****♦♦♦*•*♦»♦*♦••♦•♦**♦***♦♦♦♦♦♦•♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦/
♦ WinMain - initialization, message loop *
void mainO 
{nodestruct *root[6]; 
int iloop;
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for (i_loop=0; i_Ioop<l; i_loopi-+) 
{motioii_code(i_loop); 
huffcode(root); 
huff_decode(root); 
motion_decode();}
} /* WinMain ♦/
* end o f windows setup section
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APPENDIX n
COMPILED DATA
COMPRESSION DATA
Number of Prehuffinan Huffinaned Prehuffinan Huffinaned compression
Pixels moved bitmap bitmaps Deltas Deltas rate
178319 31804 5275 177321 163851 1.453
177756 31681 5153 173955 161105 1.478
178895 32316 5737 170584 156741 1.513
172667 31484 7866 134223 126086 1.835
172427 31379 7823 134017 125936 1.837
172431 31657 8262 132006 123733 1.862
172095 31389 7971 132022 123964 1.863
172168 31822 8576 131338 123278 1.864
168383 31425 9397 130458 122358 1.865
177537 35115 11034 128713 119944 1.876
171822 31390 8006 130982 122850 1.878
171376 31881 8987 128389 120402 1.899
171558 31522 8362 129052 120870 1.902
169889 31925 10049 126899 118857 1.906
167985 31371 9335 126368 118325 1.925
167251 31245 9451 125580 117648 1.933
168011 31444 9569 125256 117365 1.936
169970 32137 9885 124835 116932 1.938
165878 31001 9485 124865 116973 1.943
158099 29041 7563 126911 118232 1.954
169472 32049 10033 123459 115536 1.957
169856 31469 9034 124108 116085 1.964
166825 31343 9859 122196 114619 1.974
166517 31286 9915 122165 114556 1.974
161836 30267 9282 122842 115031 1.977
161634 30254 9290 122928 115024 1.977
167799 31990 10642 121240 113600 1.978
169355 32150 10260 121786 113971 1.978
168436 32004 10751 121023 113414 1.979
169603 31535 9389 122396 114584 1.982
164765 31433 10673 120979 113162 1.984
166532 31332 10003 121085 113471 1.99
166634 31504 10345 120536 113005 1.992
167450 31929 10673 120180 112545 1.994
160813 29991 8940 122142 114214 1.995
166658 31410 10171 120471 112953 1.996
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165626 31696 10958 119792 112116 1.997
166297 31732 10622 120032 112387 1.998
167293 31965 10674 120108 112321 1.998
166937 31694 10518 119786 112209 2.002
169017 32236 10508 120037 112102 2.004
166427 31797 10785 119224 111690 2.006
167348 32014 10796 119326 111729 2.006
168117 32099 10739 119659 111750 2.006
161120 30143 9249 120896 113205 2.007
166903 31636 10431 119541 112000 2.007
164512 31249 10371 119938 112009 2.008
165613 31618 10599 119333 111772 2.008
166422 31794 10720 119164 111570 2.01
165028 31452 10734 119232 111492 2.011
166834 31589 10412 119254 111781 2.011
162957 30966 10369 119301 111696 2.013
167089 31629 10389 119166 111664 2.013
168398 31940 10325 119291 111666 2.014
164808 31068 10180 119237 111769 2.015
168758 31531 9808 119641 112051 2.017
165354 31339 10582 118790 111179 2.018
167302 31968 10841 118535 110929 2.018
166092 32219 11599 117781 110112 2.019
164408 31606 10964 118399 110649 2.021
167097 31755 10532 118571 111057 2.021
168360 32052 10471 118665 110849 2.026
164687 31401 10809 117979 110412 2.027
166107 31837 10938 117601 110172 2.029
164610 31413 10893 117740 110184 2.03
168979 32504 10917 118699 110139 2.03
157968 29463 8866 119840 112104 2.031
168065 31943 10457 118772 110571 2.031
167926 31947 10570 117941 110318 2.033
168174 32023 10581 117844 110283 2.033
165644 31732 10930 117340 109898 2.034
168292 31564 10037 118225 110610 2.037
160103 30063 9546 118644 111059 2.038
168514 31570 9993 118392 110555 2.039
166952 31747 10704 117106 109659 2.042
168378 31595 10041 117656 110093 2.046
166943 32277 11272 116319 108816 2.046
167224 32283 11219 116396 108816 2.047
167144 32165 11184 116229 108556 2.052
164937 31570 11143 115930 108548 2.053
158753 29705 9199 118115 110492 2.053
166401 32217 11520 115731 108180 2.053
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164976 31459 10971 115778 108364 2.059
167300 31878 10742 116179 108557 2.06
167090 31856 10777 115762 108424 2.062
166579 32288 11613 114990 107499 2.063
166399 31786 10975 115426 108068 2.064
166820 32358 11642 115259 107338 2.065
167377 32075 10946 115344 107882 2.068
166203 32184 11650 114331 106948 2.072
166202 32402 11969 113962 106515 2.074
166670 31896 10968 114876 107518 2.074
167971 31594 10245 115649 108144 2.076
164820 31665 11245 114726 107073 2.077
166374 32289 11580 113988 106559 2.08
166770 32014 11104 114348 107001 2.081
166693 32041 11145 114226 106868 2.082
163295 31397 11265 113941 106643 2.084
167370 32036 10981 114267 106923 2.084
166153 32268 11765 113689 106047 2.086
160697 30761 10721 114262 106989 2.088
165290 32245 12059 113017 105656 2.088
165755 32296 11922 113005 105668 2.09
164953 32142 11892 112982 105634 2.091
166425 32185 11539 113345 105991 2.091
165193 32217 12072 112753 105471 2.091
162210 31413 11277 113436 106003 2.095
166643 32012 11048 113494 106138 2.097
165975 32309 11757 112421 105128 2.102
160059 30815 10779 113600 106040 2.104
164773 32248 12260 111678 104478 2.105
165915 32192 11546 112413 105154 2.106
165910 31804 11172 112679 105340 2.109
165928 32223 11583 112229 104941 2.109
165883 32139 11714 111876 104577 2.113
160964 31220 11275 112276 104890 2.115
162725 31423 11517 112060 104687 2.115
165271 32085 11655 112041 104514 2.115
166448 32083 11267 112077 104704 2.119
165793 32226 11720 111331 104151 2.121
164612 32252 12164 110890 103644 2.122
165948 32268 11762 111270 104027 2.122
164372 32275 12329 110688 103439 2.123
164640 31798 11633 111407 104070 2.124
165269 32426 12094 111222 103585 2.124
164562 32263 12352 110388 103223 2.126
164743 32216 12202 110440 103166 2.13
164215 32193 12286 110156 102912 2.133
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166017 32578 12055 110947 103082 2.134
165017 32422 12148 110266 102989 2.134
165678 32004 11446 110797 103596 2.136
165179 32276 11927 110088 102852 2.141
165211 32369 12015 109956 102701 2.142
165120 32469 12201 109689 102495 2.143
165875 32222 11715 110146 102922 2.144
146342 32199 12176 109663 102260 2.147
165455 32339 12001 109742 102436 2.147
165113 32418 12187 109430 102297 2.147
165336 32206 11930 109785 102533 2.147
165346 32169 11958 109750 102449 2.148
164084 32205 12420 109218 102010 2.148
164483 32296 12200 109344 102135 2.149
164910 32239 11966 109346 102159 2.153
151462 28397 9026 112372 105057 2.154
165473 32548 12263 109349 101763 2.155
164832 32647 12593 108581 101288 2.158
164683 32356 12251 108429 101253 2.165
164843 32655 12639 107994 100743 2.167
158448 30701 11000 109605 102073 2.173
164081 32298 12373 107850 100742 2.173
164111 32325 12333 107836 100711 2.174
164012 32272 12410 106909 99804 2.19
149782 28252 9339 109470 102380 2.2
153413 30655 12175 102528 95343 2.286
153060 30630 12070 102460 95291 2.289
150079 29810 11368 103204 95811 2.293
155438 30883 12236 102012 94950 2.293
158306 31718 12751 101237 94185 2.298
148404 29852 11856 99479 92516 2.355
148087 29618 11571 99563 92480 2.362
157250 31769 13172 97859 90863 2.362
146473 29486 11811 97329 90415 2.404
157355 32104 13529 95805 88274 2.414
156460 31940 13655 95179 87866 2.421
143948 28953 11489 96222 89299 2.438
155794 31855 13758 93623 86311 2.456
155867 32012 13858 92945 85857 2.464
142468 29140 12145 93205 86307 2.496
142933 29018 11891 93282 86460 2.499
138249 27815 11040 92660 85510 2.545
139553 28545 11918 90842 84027 2.561
136634 27493 10917 91310 84442 2.577
134812 27352 11236 88485 81900 2.639
134630 27508 11429 87415 80623 2.67
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134470 27459 11763 85666 79130 2-704
133574 27104 11306 86147 79557 2.705
131906 26901 11232 85870 79228 2.717
130974 26483 10779 85953 79391 2.725
134223 27619 12097 83951 77402 2.746
134117 27505 11899 84084 77502 2.749
130595 26714 11278 84205 77624 2.764
130566 26633 11148 84213 77646 2.768
130270 26549 11140 83703 77189 2.782
131586 26892 11472 83145 76584 2.791
134253 27951 12415 81994 75396 2.799
130636 26732 11447 82705 76193 2.804
130055 26599 11404 81717 75165 2.839
129020 26356 11192 81581 75092 2.848
131694 27470 12442 79380 72859 2.881
129117 26735 11831 79802 73301 2.887
128511 26587 11738 79633 73104 2.897
131127 27662 12846 77652 71092 2.928
125405 30872 19222 54313 48042 3.653
125033 30801 19223 54036 47719 3.671
122649 31427 20004 47746 41883 3.971
122625 31423 20041 47658 41809 3.973
113867 27975 17336 50341 44321 3.985
Average 2.20578350
DETLA DISTRIBUTION DATA
Delta value Frames 1-4 Frame 194 Frame 192
-201 0 0 0
-200 0 0 0
-199 0 0 4
-198 0 0 14
-197 0 0 10
-196 0 0 25
-195 0 0 59
-194 0 0 30
-193 0 0 41
-192 0 0 57
-191 0 0 55
-190 0 0 58
-189 0 0 66
-188 0 0 99
-187 0 0 55
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-186 0 0 83
-185 0 0 90
-184 0 0 101
-183 0 0 84
-182 0 0 74
-181 0 0 99
-180 0 0 70
-179 0 0 119
-178 0 0 99
-177 0 0 118
-176 0 0 185
-175 0 0 123
-174 0 0 185
-173 0 0 107
-172 0 0 135
0 0 201
-170 0 0 135
0 0 139
0 0 160
0 0 117
0 0 100
0 0 127
0 0 121
0 0 136
0 0 106
0 0 109
-160 0 0 113
0 0 97
0 0 121
0 0 85
0 0 90
0 0 111
0 0 94
0 0 83
0 0 105
0 0 91
-150 0 0 64
0 0 90
0 0 83
0 0 85
0 0 84
0 0 48
0 0 79
0 0 63
0 0 53
0 0 71
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-140
-130
-120
-110
-100
0 0 52
0 0 56
0 0 46
0 0 55
0 0 46
0 0 37
0 0 41
0 0 36
0 0 54
1 0 39
0 0 40
0 0 41
0 0 45
0 0 49
0 0 35
0 0 34
1 0 44
0 0 40
0 0 55
0 0 45
0 0 41
1 0 42
1 0 58
0 0 55
1 0 42
0 0 68
0 0 58
0 0 58
0 0 59
2 0 65
0 0 58
0 0 67
2 0 59
0 0 73
1 0 73
1 0 73
0 0 65
1 0 62
0 0 90
0 0 100
0 0 71
3 0 86
3 0 121
5 0 90
3 0 104
1 0 120
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-90
-80
-70
-60
-50
4 0 126
4 0 107
6 0 112
3 0 111
8 0 139
9 0 129
6 0 117
6 0 127
9 0 116
12 0 117
7 0 111
12 0 136
17 0 132
7 0 131
12 0 138
28 0 163
15 0 130
20 0 126
17 0 127
20 0 154
19 0 147
34 0 144
23 0 136
29 0 165
21 0 167
21 0 168
21 0 150
26 0 175
33 0 151
27 0 165
32 0 186
36 0 171
37 0 176
37 0 166
35 0 199
35 0 231
19 0 197
41 0 213
28 0 220
45 0 232
43 0 227
31 0 239
42 0 254
49 0 234
48 0 280
45 0 269
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-40
-32
-30
-20
10
-8
52 0 311
45 0 306
67 0 327
56 0 359
63 0 345
69 0 341
79 1 369
95 0 384
69 0 419
66 0 408
111 0 397
93 1 495
115 1 448
110 1 490
111 0 436
162 1 459
105 2 460
182 1 481
185 0 509
173 1 519
224 1 497
218 2 523
269 4 534
267 3 601
336 6 579
439 7 649
426 5 633
534 4 630
571 7 682
720 6 817
829 5 797
1102 5 835
1302 8 913
1495 15 913
1872 10 991
2223 13 1049
3281 23 1058
3882 32 1140
4724 41 1165
6023 71 1198
7500 117 1168
10006 186 1319
10964 515 1286
14324 1137 1427
17170 2797 1370
22759 6670 1453
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-2 30977 15510 1611
-1 51652 33293 3360
0 0 0 0
1 51365 34023 7098
2 31046 15995 4237
22184 6999 4201
17094 2788 3882
13965 1144 3558
10470 544 3105
9995 231 2815
8 7105 110 2292
5816 79 2166
10 4477 45 2073
3739 32 2092
3214 23 2019
2116 20 2110
1862 17 2045
1482 17 2049
1283 11 1957
1117 12 1933
893 4 1943
759 4 1937
20 633 9 1840
584 9 1911
442 9 1784
451 6 1813
370 3 1886
284 2 1777
311 2 1644
253 1 1617
253 0 1799
203 0 1547
30 166 1 1474
225 1 1503
32 128 2 1410
175 1 1435
127 0 1435
144 0 1534
151 0 1355
125 1 1264
122 1 1187
97 0 1131
40 102 0 1118
113 1 1001
88 0 976
90 0 972
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50
60
70
80
107 0 920
69 0 878
110 0 849
88 0 940
84 0 857
82 0 838
78 0 826
63 0 757
52 0 753
66 0 708
55 0 714
65 0 644
59 0 606
58 0 680
44 0 584
58 0 621
58 0 638
45 0 525
55 0 451
62 0 529
47 0 467
26 0 459
67 0 454
42 0 384
47 0 441
36 0 409
43 0 441
34 0 453
40 0 424
43 0 323
29 0 419
29 0 341
30 0 324
28 0 312
27 0 350
17 0 377
25 0 310
19 0 320
20 0 321
27 0 353
12 0 266
14 0 282
12 0 287
13 0 368
12 0 305
16 0 325
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90
100
110
120
130
19 0 331
11 0 324
7 0 255
4 0 303
13 0 331
10 0 314
6 0 276
8 0 217
1 0 235
8 0 221
2 0 209
11 0 224
0 0 258
2 0 217
2 0 181
2 0 210
4 0 228
1 0 236
8 0 175
2 0 143
1 0 176
3 0 163
1 0 134
0 0 182
0 0 163
2 0 153
1 0 188
2 0 155
0 0 182
1 0 183
0 0 151
0 0 124
0 0 156
0 0 139
0 0 134
1 0 135
0 0 125
0 0 116
0 0 98
0 0 126
1 0 95
0 0 100
0 0 89
0 0 96
0 0 99
0 0 69
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140
150
160
170
180
0 0 93
0 0 83
0 0 87
0 0 104
0 0 71
1 0 104
0 0 73
0 0 69
0 0 78
0 0 58
0 0 69
0 0 66
0 0 79
0 0 68
0 0 70
0 0 66
0 0 66
0 0 66
0 0 64
0 0 82
0 0 66
0 0 37
0 0 55
0 0 49
0 0 68
0 0 65
0 0 57
0 0 64
0 0 51
0 0 70
0 0 51
0 0 50
0 0 47
0 0 51
0 0 52
0 0 51
0 0 47
0 0 63
0 0 48
0 0 52
0 0 73
0 0 60
0 0 47
0 0 74
0 0 77
0 0 68
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190
0 0 53
0 0 51
0 0 127
0 0 107
0 0 109
0 0 80
0 0 134
0 0 126
0 0 123
0 0 111
0 0 95
0 0 86
0 0 73
0 0 107
0 0 53
0 0 26
0 0 13
0 0 5
0 0 1
0 0 3
170 122649 178895
92 3.97 1.51
200
201
Total number of 
deltas
Compression rate
FIXED LENGTH AND BLOCK CODING SCHEMES ON FRAMES 1-4
Size of delta file for Method tried 
frames 1-4
249,890 Fixed length of 2
244,167 3
240,210 4
238,990 5
238,390 6
238,345 7
238,138 8
238,739 9
238,722 10
239,624 11
239,631 12
241,444 2x2 block size
238,784 4x4
238,784 8x8
271,457 16x16
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DISTRIBUTION OF MOTION STRING VALUES OF QUARTERED BLOCKS
Motion flag string of Blocks
quartered blocks
16x16 8x8 4x4 2x2
GOGG 0 0 2 0
GGG1 29 119 355 2035
GG1G 26 109 346 2133
GG11 10 47 195 2756
G1GG 21 131 334 2046
G1G1 95 260 395 3913
G11G 4 20 103 1883
G111 44 90 402 7980
1GGG 23 65 353 2121
1GG1 7 18 99 1914
1G1G 42 124 684 2879
1G11 20 85 504 7979
11GG 18 52 196 2534
11G1 30 82 393 8152
111G 19 61 489 8100
1111, 2011 7571 27854 65087
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